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Abstract: Dynamic robustness and stability control is a requirement for self-driving of autonomous
vehicle. Longitudinal control technique of autonomous vehicle is basic theory and one key complex
technique which must have the reliability and precision of vehicle controller. The longitudinal control
technique is one of the foundations of the safety and stability of autonomous vehicle control. In our
paper, we present a longitudinal control algorithm based on cloud model for Mengshi autonomous
vehicle to ensure the dynamic stability and tracking performance of Mengshi autonomous vehicle.
The longitudinal control algorithm mainly uses cloud model generator to control the acceleration of
the autonomous vehicle to achieve the goal that controls the speed of Mengshi autonomous vehicle.
The proposed longitudinal control algorithm based on cloud model is verified by real experiments
on Highway driving scene. The experiments results of the acceleration and speed show that the
algorithm is validity and stability.

Keywords: Gauss cloud model; longitudinal control; autonomous vehicle

1. Introduction

The autonomous vehicle controller includes longitudinal controller and lateral controller.
The lateral controller control the steering of the autonomous vehicle, and the longitudinal controller
controls the acceleration of the autonomous vehicle to achieve the goal that control the speed of
autonomous vehicle according to the distance between vehicles. The function of longitudinal controller
of autonomous vehicle includes that are maintaining safety distance between vehicle, controlling
the amount of acceleration or deceleration each time, and the operation of braking is as fast as
possible in case of emergency situations. The challenges handled by the algorithm and technique of
longitudinal controller include the solution of real time performance of nonlinear complex vehicle
dynamics, keeping the safe distance of vehicles driving at high speed on Highway scene, the stability of
accelerating and decelerating operation at high speed, and the stability and accuracy of the controller.

At present, the researches of longitudinal control algorithm for intelligent vehicle can be divided
into three research ways: The first way: the longitudinal control algorithm based on rule model.
L. Wu et al. introduces the fuzzy control algorithm into a longitudinal control system of the platoon.
It can stably complete the following tasks of a platoon, without requiring for the accurate vehicle
information [1]. S. Sheikholeslam et al. presents control laws to achieve the longitudinal control
of a self-acting vehicle platoon driving in a straight line on the highway, in the context of losing
communication of the lead vehicle with the other vehicles [2]. By observing and recording the
vehicle following behavior of driver, P. Zheng et al. establishes a database and use neuro-fuzzy to
realize the data analysis. In order to deep understand of car-following behavior of manually-driven
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vehicles, the parameters of the neuro-fuzzy analysis system are assigned to quantify driver behavior [3].
G. Qiang et al. applies fuzzy inference to create and simulate an algorithm of the car-following model.
Based on simulation results, the uncertainty and behaviors of drivers can be theoretically described
by using this fuzzy controller [4]. S. Kumarawadu and and C. Lv provide a neural network control
method for IVHN (Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems), and commit to solve the collision avoidance
problem for car-following systems [5,6]. H. M. Kim et al. designs an additive fuzzy system, which
is comprise of throttle and brake controllers, to implement the vehicle to vehicle distance control
and speed control [7]. In order to perform the intelligent cruise control for semi-automatic vehicles,
L. Cai et al. presents a neuro-fuzzy control system [8]. H. I. Lee and C. Lv use adaptive vehicle
traction force control (ATFC) to accomplish robust longitudinal control of vehicles in intelligent vehicle
highway system (IVHS) [9,10]. Y. F. Peng et al. uses a recurrent cerebellar model articulation controller
(RCMAC) to accomplish a robust intelligent back-stepping control (RIBC) scheme for the car-following
control of a platoon of automated vehicles. This method can achieve robust tracking performance [11].
A. Ferrara et al. describes a minimum sensor variable structure control strategy for cruise and tracking
longitudinal control of vehicles which relies on the generation of “second-order” sliding modes control
in the sense that the control signals act on the second derivative of the sliding variable but only the
sliding variable is measurable [12]. L. Nouveliere et al. performs an experiment, which regards to the
longitudinal control of vehicle on the basis of second-order sliding model, to increase capacity while
ensuring safety [13]. In order to solve the longitudinal control problem of vehicle merging, X. Y. Lu
designs a general adaptive algorithm [14]. In this paper, a longitudinal controller with feedforward
and feedback structure is designed based on the vehicle’s force analysis [15].

The second way: the longitudinal control algorithm based on nonlinear theory and algorithm.
M. Tai and M. Tomizuka devise a vehicle longitudinal control system that includes traction and brake
control. For each mode, the author designed different nonlinear controllers based on backstepping [16].
A. Raffin et al. design an adaptive longitudinal controller by improving Model Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) technology, without the requirement of vehicle identification parameters [17].
H. M. Y. Naeem et al. establishes the vehicle longitudinal control model. Use H infinity control
strategies to reduce the impact of uncertainty and interference [18]. B. Boulkroune and C. Lv propose
an observer-based controller with integral action (OBCI) for linear parameter-varying (LPV) system to
solve the problem of longitudinal control [19,20]. S. E. Li et al. proposes a new longitudinal dynamics
acceleration tracking control technology to achieve automatic control of platoon [21]. In order to
realize approximate optimal longitudinal control of Autonomous Land Vehicle (ALV), Z. Huang et al.
proposes the parameterized batch actor-critic (PBAC) algorithm [22]. Considering the problem that the
longitudinal control of an autonomous vehicle is usually affected by lateral interruption, K. Liu et al.
proposes a method based on model prediction considering lateral interruption to longitudinal control
the autonomous driving [23]. L. Menhour et al. proposes a new method of vehicle control that does
not use the vehicle evolutionary model, and use Matlab and Peugeot 406 (with 10 DoF) dynamic
model for simulation verification [24]. S. E. Li et al. proposes a distributed H ∞ control method for the
distribution of multi-car units [25].

The third way: the longitudinal control algorithm based on artificial intelligence algorithm.
A. Garg et al. proposes a kind of artificial intelligent method based on automated neural networks
search (ANS) and is proved to be effective [26]. A. Rajan et al. proposes a Framework based on the
combination of artificial network and uncertainty evaluation technology [27]. V. Vijayaraghavan et al.
proposes a holistic method and analyze its impact on the potential failure problem [28]. X. S. Hu et al.
propose a kind of framework for control to maximally optimize the performance of fuel economy
in the situation of car-following. The experiment results verify the proposed scheme and prove that
the proposed method is more precise and thereby induces higher car-following energy efficiency.
Inspired by this work, it will be play an important role in energy saving control by applying this
framework to autonomous driving control [29].
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Based on the researches of longitudinal control algorithm for intelligent vehicle mentioned above,
A few researches only based on rule model, a few researches only based on nonlinear theory and
algorithm, a few researches only based on artificial intelligence algorithm. Few researches consider
the method that learns from experienced drivers, obtaining the driving data and establishing the
longitudinal control algorithm. Based on the idea, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) According to Gauss cloud model (GCM) algorithm and cloud reasoning (CR) algorithm, a new
control algorithm is designed to solve the uncertainty in the control process; (2) Propose a new way to
deal with complex driving tasks by learning human driving behavior; (3) According to the human
driving experience data, the parameters of the longitudinal speed control algorithm for autonomous
driving vehicles are established.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the algorithms and methods of longitudinal
controller of autonomous vehicle briefly. Section 2 describes the Gauss cloud model (GCM),
Cloud reasoning (CR), and the algorithm of GCM and CR is presented, the CR includes preconditioned
Gauss cloud generator (Pre-GCG) and post-conditioned Gauss cloud generator (Post-GCG). Section 3
presents the rules and algorithm of longitudinal controller based on the GCM that we proposed.
Section 4 describes the experiment that includes experiment’s setup and the result and analysis of the
experiment based on our proposed algorithm. Finally, we draw some conclusion and comment about
future work in Section 5.

2. Model and Problem Formulation

2.1. Gauss Cloud Model

The uncertainty of human intelligence is the manifestation of human ability that is cope
with uncertain complex environments. The uncertainty is reflected by fuzziness and randomness.
Gauss distribution is one of the most important distributions in Probability Theory. The two
characteristics of mean and variance are used to represent the overall characteristics of random
variables. The fuzziness is expressed by membership, and membership is the object which is quantized
by fuzzy mathematics. Where a fuzzy subset of A is in the domain U , it cannot simply express
that elements belong to U and other elements do not belong to U. Each element u in the domain
U belongs to U in certain probability. The uA(u) represents membership of u to A. The uA(u) is
called membership function of A. In this paper, we combine fuzzy with randomness, and propose
Gauss cloud model (GCM) based on Gauss distribution (GD) and bell-ship membership function of
m(x) = exp{(−(x− a)2)/(2b2)} [30,31].

Definition 1. Where U is a quantitative domain that is represented by precise numerical and the range of U
is between 0 and 1. C is a set of qualitative concepts corresponding to U and be represented by Ex, En and
He, Ex represents Expect, En represents Entropy, He represents Hyper Entropy. Where the value of x belongs
to U, and is a random value of qualitative concepts on Set C. The value of x obeys Gauss distribution (GD)
x ∼ N(Ex, En′2), and En′ obeys Gauss distribution (GD) En′ ∼ N(En, He2) [32]. The certainty degree of x
to C is defined as follows:

m(x) = exp{(−(x− Ex)2)/(2(En′)2)}

where the distribution of x on the domain of U is called a Gauss cloud (GC), and each the value of x is called
cloud drop [33]. The Gauss cloud (GC) algorithm is presented in Table 1 [30,32].
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Table 1. The Gauss cloud model (GCM) algorithm.

Input: (Ex, En, He) and N. (Three numerical features (Ex, En, He) of qualitative concept C represent
the quantification of a concept, the value of N represents the number of cloud drops)

Output: drop(xi, mi), i = 1 · · · N. (The drop of xi and the certainty degree of xi.)

(1) to generate a Gauss random number: En′ ∼ N(En, He2)
(2) to generate a Gauss random number: x ∼ N(Ex, En′2)
(3) to calculate the certainty degree of xi: m(x) = exp{(−(x− Ex)2)/(2(En′)2)}
(4) to add the drop of xi to a set of drop
(5) Repeat (1)–(4) until the number of cloud drops equals to N.

The distribution of drops generated by Gauss model (GM) algorithm and called the Gauss cloud
distribution (GCD). The Gauss cloud (GC) algorithm cloud be implemented by the Gauss cloud
generator (GCG), as shown in Figure 1. The Gauss model (GM) algorithm based on Gauss random
number generation method, Gauss model (GM) algorithm uses Gauss random number twice, the first
random number is the basis of the second random number, as shows in the table of the Gauss cloud
model (GCM) algorithm of the first step and the second step. When random number is generated, the
variance is not allowed to equal to zero, so the algorithm requires En and He are greater than zero [33].
(1) Where He equals to zero, the first step of the Gauss Cloud Model algorithm generate a certainty En,
the distribution of drops drop(xi, mi) is Gauss distribution; (2) Where En equals to zero and He equals
to zero, the Gauss random number is a certainty Ex, and m equals to one. According to (1) and (2),
we draw the conclusion that Gauss cloud distribution (GCD) is different from the Gauss distribution
(GD), Gauss distribution (GD) is a special case of Gauss cloud distribution (GCD). With respect to the
qualitative concept of the velocity of 80 km/h, we assume that Ex = 80, En = 1, and He = 0.1. Then we
use the Gauss cloud (GC) algorithm mentioned above to generate 1000 cloud drops. The distribution
of cloud drops of the velocity of 80 km/h and its certainty degree C(x, m) are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. A Gauss cloud generator (GCG).

Figure 2. The distribution of 1000 drops.
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2.2. Cloud Reasoning

Knowledge is expressed by the concepts and the relationship of concepts. It is the result of
human abstracting, communicating and summarizing. In a control system, the program of the
“perception-action” control the system, perception results create knowledge, knowledge is expressed
by the concept, The control system takes corresponding control actions according to the concept of
perception results, and establish the control relationship between concept and object, control relations
constitute a rule database, according to the relationship between concepts and objects, mining
the causal relationship between knowledge from the rule database, it is implemented by Gauss
cloud model (GCM) algorithm, and is constructed a control rule generator. When a particular
condition is inputting, many rules are activated, a rule is selected to execute according to the
inference engine, achieve reasoning and control of uncertainty. Rule generator is composed of
Preconditioned and post-conditioned. The preconditioned and post-conditioned are expressed by
concept. The preconditioned is a prerequisite for being triggered. The preconditioned is consisted of
single condition or multiple conditions. The post-conditioned represents the specific control action.

2.2.1. Preconditioned Gauss Cloud Generators

A preconditioned Gauss cloud generators (Pre-GCG) is defined as follow.

Definition 2. The following definition is shown:

If A, then B,

where A corresponds to the concept in quantitative domain that is U1. corresponds to the concept in quantitative
domain that is U2. Given a specific value that equals to a which belongs to U1. Gauss Cloud Generator generate
the certainty degree distribution of the specific value that equals to a that belongs to concept A. This Cloud
Generator is called preconditioned Gauss cloud generator [34]. As shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A preconditioned Gauss cloud generator (Pre-GCG).

2.2.2. Post-Conditioned Gauss Cloud Generators

A post-conditioned Gauss cloud generators (Post-GCG) is defined as follow.

Definition 3. The following definition is shown:

If A, then B,

where A corresponds to the concept in quantitative domain that is U1. B corresponds to the concept in
quantitative domain that is U2. Given a certainty degree that equals to m. Gauss Cloud Generator generate
the distribution which satisfies certainty degree which belongs to concept B in quantitative domain that is U2.
This Cloud Generator is called post-conditioned Gauss cloud generator [35,36]. As shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. A post-conditioned Gauss cloud generator (Post-GCG).

3. Longitudinal Control Based on Gauss Cloud Model

3.1. Data Analysis

The longitudinal velocity control algorithm for Mengshi autonomous vehicle is established
according to the Gauss cloud model (GCM) and cloud reasoning (CR) [37]. The input of the longitudinal
velocity control model is the pedal opening angle, the velocity of the Mengshi autonomous vehicle, the
acceleration of the Mengshi autonomous vehicle and the expected velocity of the Mengshi autonomous
vehicle. The output is the acceleration required for the Mengshi autonomous vehicle to achieve the
expected velocity. The longitudinal velocity control algorithm for Mengshi autonomous vehicle is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Longitudinal control algorithm based on Gauss cloud model.

The real vehicle test in the city of Beijing lasted a month, test 4 h per day, the data recorded
frequency of 1 Hz. The detection data including the pedal opening angle value, velocity, acceleration
and expected velocity. The data volume is above 400,000. The domain of the quantitative attribute is
divided into the concept of the Gauss cloud model (GCM). Tables 2 and 3 respectively show the three
digital characteristics (Ex, En, He) of vehicle velocity and vehicle acceleration [35,37,38].

Table 2. Numerical characteristics of Gauss cloud model of v.

v v(Ex, En, He)

Positive greater (9.8, 1.1, 0.18)
Positive less (4.9, 1, 0.19)

Zero (0, 1, 0.01)
Negative less (−4.7, 1, 0.03)

Negative greater (−9.8, 1.2, 0.03)
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Table 3. Numerical characteristics of Gauss cloud model of a.

a a(Ex, En, He)

Positive greater (19, 2.5, 0.045)
Positive less (9, 2.1, 0.02)

Zero (0, 2, 0.007)
Negative less (−9, 2, 0.02))

Negative greater (19, 2.8, 0.05)

3.2. Longitudinal Control Rules and Algorithm

The input of longitudinal velocity controller of the Mengshi autonomous vehicle is single value,
and The output of longitudinal velocity controller of the Mengshi autonomous vehicle is also single
value, the input value of the longitudinal velocity controller of the Mengshi autonomous vehicle is the
difference between expected velocity and actual velocity of autonomous vehicle4v. The output is the
acceleration a. The variable a can be described using five qualitative concepts, namely, ‘positive greater’,
‘positive less’, ‘near-zero’, ‘negative less’, and ‘negative greater’. The input and output variables define
the five qualitative concepts and construct a corresponding cloud regulation generator.

Assume the following rule:

If E, then F,

where E is the Pre-GCG that generates the drop distribution (a, m) with a specific value of a and a
certainty degree of m. E is replaced by the Gauss cloud model (GCM) digital feature of the velocity
obtained by the experiment, then a represents the velocity Vvehicle of the Mengshi autonomous vehicle,
m represents the degree of determination of the velocity, the degree of determination of the velocity is
related to the acceleration. F is the Post-GCG that generates the drop distribution (b, m) of the cloud
with a specific value of b and a certainty degree of m. F is replaced by the numerical model of the cloud
model of the acceleration obtained by the experiment, then m is the degree of determination of this
acceleration, b is the acceleration required for the autonomous driving vehicle to reach the expected
velocity, which is called longitudinal control model based on Gauss cloud model (GCM) [39], as is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The longitudinal control algorithm chart.

The longitudinal control algorithm is presented in Table 4.
The longitudinal control algorithm implies an uncertainty transfer in the conceptual reasoning

process. In the universal sets U1 of the Pre-GCG, the distribution of the certainty degree of m belongs
to the specific value of vvehicle, whereas the certainty degree of m is the input of the Post-GCG that
generates the drop distribution (avehicle, m) of the Gauss cloud specific value of vvehicle and the certainty
degree of m. The processing of the certainty value of vvehicle to the certainty value of vvehicle is
uncertain [35,37–39].
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Table 4. The longitudinal control algorithm.

Input: Three figures (Exv, Env, Hev), three figures (Exa, Ena, Hea), and a specific value vvehicle.
Output: The drop distribution (avehicle, m).

(1) To generate a Gauss random En′v ∼ N(Env, He2
v)

(2) To calculate the certainty: m(x) = exp{(−(x− Exv)2)/(2((En′v)2)}
(3) To generate a Gauss random En′a ∼ N(Ena, He2

a)
(4) If vvehicle < Ex, then to calculate the certainty:avehicle = Exa − En′a

√
−2lnm

(5) If vvehicle > Ex, then to calculate the certainty:avehicle = Exa + En′a
√
−2lnm

(6) To generate the distribution of drops (avehicle, m)

4. Experiment Result and Analysis

4.1. Experiment Setup

4.1.1. Hardware Architecture of an Autonomous Vehicle System

The on-board sensor configuration of an autonomous vehicle comprises a radar sensor, a vision
sensor, and a positioning sensor. The radar sensor consists of a 32 lines laser radar on the vehicle,
a forward SICK radar, a forward four lines laser radar, and a backward millimeter wave radar (MMW).
The vision sensor comprises three front-facing cameras, two rear-facing cameras, and two lateral
cameras set in both rear-view mirrors. The positioning sensor consists of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), as is shown in Figure 7. This study is based on a
MengShi autonomous vehicle, as is shown in Figure 8. All types of sensors are mainly applied to sense
the surroundings of the vehicle for real-time acquisition of its location, posture, velocity, and time.

Figure 7. Experiment sensor configuration.

Figure 8. MengShi autonomous vehicle.
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4.1.2. Software Architecture of an Autonomous Vehicle System

The design and development of autonomous vehicles aims to study the key techniques of
multi -interaction and collaborative driving based on visual and auditory information. The software
architecture of autonomous vehicle systems is shown in Figure 9. This architecture comprises a human
computer interaction (HCI) layer, a sensor and sensing layer, a planning and decision layer, and a
control layer.

HCI layer: This layer receives the touch commands and emergency braking instructions of the
driver and relays them to the control layer. It simultaneously provides the driver with feedback
information from the surroundings and other vehicles through sounds and images.

Sensor and sensing layer: This layer consists of a radar sensor, a vision sensor, a GPS sensor, and
an IMU sensor. It focuses on completing the collection of sensor data. To realize the “plug and play”
feature of the sensor, the standard data format of various sensors should be normative, which
requires transforming the specific data format of the sensor to the standard format understood by
an autonomous vehicle. The sensor data collected in this layer is delivered to the sensory module.
The sensing layer focuses on sensor data analysis, road edge identification, obstacle detection, traffic
sign detection, and body state estimation, which can facilitate the planning and decision of an
autonomous vehicle.

Decision and planning layer: This layer focuses on path planning and navigation, which determine
the driving pattern of an autonomous vehicle by analyzing environment data and vehicle data from
the sensory module. This layer also determines the position of the vehicle in a detailed electronic map
and generates the traveling track according to the coordinates of the target point. Human intervention
and obstacles also influence on the track.

Control layer: This layer controls vehicles to enable them to proceed based on track data and
current vehicle state. It also receives human instructions and performs acceleration/deceleration and
steering operations. This layer directly outputs the control order to the accelerator, as well as the
braking and steering controller, of the vehicle.

Figure 9. Software architecture of an autonomous vehicle system.
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4.1.3. Experimental Environment

The Beijing-Tianjin Expressway, which spans the Taihu Toll Station and the Dongli Toll Station,
covers 121 km of shuttle distance. Rain is moderate rain in Tianjin, with a small amount of water on the
ground. The weather is rainy in the Tianjin section of the Beijing-Tianjin Expressway. When the
sun occasionally shines, the weather remains sunny until reaching Beijing, where it is cloudy.
The temperature outside the vehicle is 32 ◦C , and that on the road is 40 ◦C. Visibility is over 200 m.
The experiment path is designated by the blue line in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Experiments paths.

4.2. Experiment Result and Analysis

When the autonomous vehicle proceeds, the instant velocity is obtained using GPS, and the
acceleration is obtained using inertial measurement unit (IMU).

4.2.1. Speed and Acceleration Analysis Based on Mileage

As shown in Figure 11, Speed curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station based on mileage.
As show in Figure 12, Acceleration curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station based on mileage,
the x axis represents the mileage of data, unit: km. The y axis in Figure 11 indicates the speed, unit:
km/s. The y axis in Figure 12 indicates the acceleration, unit: km/s2.

Automatic driving mileage is 105 km, the average speed is 87.32 km/h, the target speed set by the
program is 100 km/h. In the real test, the Mengshi autonomous vehicle follows the other cars at part
of the road (9–15 km, 55–60 km, 76–81 km). As shown in Figure 11, during to road traffic accidents,
the speed is reduced to 0 at 21.5 km, the driver drives the Mengshi autonomous vehicle through the
road. As shown in Figure 12, in the whole process of the real test, because of the large traffic flow, the
acceleration value of the autonomous vehicle is within −5 km/s2∼+5 km/s2, and the ride comfort is
decreased, which needs to be improved in further.
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Figure 11. Speed curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station based on mileage.

Figure 12. Acceleration curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station based on mileage.

4.2.2. Speed Analysis Based on Time

As shown in Figure 13, the 15 s speed curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station which
is described. As show in Figure 14, the 15 s speed curve of Taihu Toll Station to Dongli Toll Station
which is described, the x axis represents the time of data, and the data recording interval is 200 ms;
The y axis indicates the speed, unit: km/s, Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station, the mileage is
86 km, the average speed is 87.26 km/h and program set speed is 90 km/h; Taihu Toll Station to
Dongli Toll Station, the mileage is 86 km, the average speed is 94.1 km/h and program set speed is
100 km/h; The situation of speed changing reflects the driving pattern. In the experiment, within the
first 30 km, it used 90 km of the vehicle search driving model. During the experiment, the speed of
the Beijing-Tianjin high-speed on his car speed fast, the autonomous driving vehicle without Slow
speed vehicles and speed maintained in 90 km/h. Due to road construction, implement the artificial
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intervention, the speed is set to 50 km/h, and driving with cars, the speed affected by the front car
is kept at 60–100 km/h. The figure shows a data speed exceeding 150 km/h, which is an invalid
speed value.

Figure 13. 15 s speed curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station.

Figure 14. 15 s speed curve of Taihu Toll Station to Dongli Toll Station.

4.2.3. Acceleration Analysis Based on Time

As shown in Figure 15, the 15 s acceleration curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station
which is described. As shown in Figure 16, the 15 s acceleration curve of Taihu Toll Station to Dongli
Toll Station which is described, the x axis represents the time of data, and the data recording interval is
200 ms; The y axis indicates the acceleration, unit: km/s2. In the experiment, the acceleration value
of the autonomous vehicle during acceleration and deceleration is maintained at −2 m/s2∼1 m/s2.
Korea k. Yi use the linear optimal control theory to design the upper control, considering the need of
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vehicle ride comfort, the output of the upper controller is saturation limited, the vehicle longitudinal
acceleration is limited to −2 m/s2∼1 m/s2 range. In rare cases, the acceleration occurs more than
1 m/s2, causing a rapid acceleration and the passenger’s subjective feeling is better. The result of the
real experimental test shows that the longitudinal control based on Gauss cloud model (GCM) can
achieve good control effect on speed and acceleration, the speed and acceleration have strong stability
and small fluctuation. The phase plane of velocity and acceleration shows a certain diversity, reflecting
the phenomenon of real experiment. The longitudinal control based on Gauss cloud model (GCM)
compared with other controller, such as PID controller, fuzzy logic controller, and so on, the results
of the longitudinal velocity control based on cloud model is not the only constant, it can reflect the
uncertainty of longitudinal velocity control.

Figure 15. 15 s acceleration curve of Dongli Toll Station to Taihu Toll Station.

Figure 16. 15 s acceleration curve of Taihu Toll Station to Dongli Toll Station.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes the application of cloud model and cloud reasoning to the longitudinal
control of autonomous vehicles. Because the cloud model use the value of expected, entropy and
hyper entropy to characterize the qualitative concept, so it can integrate the fuzziness and randomness
together in qualitative and quantitative conversion to overcome the inherent defects of the membership
function in fuzzy set theory. The uncertainty of the control of autonomous driving vehicle has the
fuzziness and randomness, cannot be expressed by the precise mathematical model, and the control
of the driver pedal operation is realized by using the cloud inference, expressed the randomness of
the speed control. In this paper, we classify the speed and acceleration of the cloud model, classify it
according to experience, no certification, therefore, this will be the follow-up research work, by the
introduction of cloud transformation, the data in the same concept cluster together, the data between
different concepts are classified, fully reflect the actual distribution characteristics of the data.

This research presents the longitudinal speed control algorithm for autonomous vehicle, the
presented longitudinal speed control algorithm has been tested on High-speed road. The limitation of
the proposed algorithm is dependent on a large number of driver’s driving data. Based on the existing
research, a direction to extend this work is to consider lateral control for Mengshi autonomous vehicle
and to build new algorithm based on a small amount of driver’s driving data. Additionally, the future
work is to carry out research on fuel consumption for autonomous vehicles and to maximally optimize
the performance of fuel economy based on Xiaosong Hu et al. propose a predictive fuel-optimal control
scheme, experiment result prove that the proposed method is more precise and thereby induces higher
car-following energy efficiency [29].
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